ARENA NX
CONNECTED BUILDING
SUPERVISION
Achieve operational excellence and efficiency through this
user-friendly, secure and even more powerfully connected
building supervisor.

Complete solution.
More engineering efficiency.
ARENA NX is an all-in-one supervisor with heightened efficiency benefits thanks to its CentraLine Niagara eXtended
add-ons. Effective workflows to improve strategic decision-making and intuitive energy management help reduce overall
operational costs.
The building supervision platform manages HVAC as well as other systems such as lighting, shading, security, and more.
Its open Niagara framework enables effortless cross-system integration with all standard communication protocols to
efficiently manage and operate across buildings and facility infrastructures.

And much more!

All-in-one supervisor.
All-round benefits.
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application need

Reduced facility
management costs
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50 % more engineering
efficiency
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ARENA NX features Cloud Connector for a
state-of-the-art cyber security without plug-ins.

Essential information.
At all times.
ARENA NX is an ultra-modern monitoring and management solution designed for scalability and user-friendly engineering.
It effectively combines visualisation, integration, monitoring and reporting into a single high-performance platform. With its
capability to integrate all building systems across multiple disciplines, as well as third-party systems, it offers the ultimate
flexibility. ARENA NX gathers all relevant data in an easy to understand format, which helps optimise building systems and
thus improve building efficiency significantly.

Visualisation
Setting new benchmarks in visualisation, ARENA NX offers adjustable,
predefined templates. Supervise from desktop PCs, tablets and
smartphones using HMTL5 technology. No plug-ins required.

System monitoring
View real-time data as graphical system design blocks, trend diagrams
or in table format. Easily monitor from a web browser, regardless of
protocol, data point type, controller and operating system.

Energy management
ENERGY MANAGER is a comprehensive energy benchmarking and
analysis tool that optimises facilities operations and can establish a
DIN EN ISO 50001 Energy Management System. It is also German
BAFA certified.

Reporting
Automatic and on-demand exporting of data generates reports in CSV
or PDF format. Thanks to its SQL and OPC interface, integration with
other systems is made easy.

Dashboards
Keep track of key performance indicators on dashboards at all times.
Dashboards can be created and configured by users, giving them
access to essential data relevant to their role.

Efficient engineering.
All options open.
ARENA NX offers the best of both worlds: a range of tools to
minimise engineering time and cost and an open framework to
cover any application requirement.
Niagara eXtended (NX) framework opens all options, while
also reducing engineering time by up to 50 % through the
application library, a multitude of helpful add-ons, plus
software drivers for a myriad of applications, import/export
functions, the Easy Database Manager and JSON toolkit. From
straightforward to customised integration tasks, ARENA NX
supports it all.

Single-Tool-Engineering
Niagara eXtended (NX) enables highly efficient
engineering due to its single-tool-engineering concept, from
room to plant control, to supervision and cloud solutions.

Easy Binding
The binding logic allows the design of graphic
palettes from own folder structures (Windows). Data points
can be quickly connected to graphics via drag and drop
palettes.

Easy Database Manager
The Easy Database Manager (EDM) saves
significant engineering time as it searches the project for
unused data points across all protocols and deletes them
automatically.

Easy Templating
The templating tool facilitates the creation of
large applications in only one step by Complex-Objects.
Own complex and single objects can be easily created out
of any Px page. The updated object library will automatically
update existing applications. Tested application templates are
available.

User-friendly network.
Without compromising security.
Role-specific, transparent visualisation
With ARENA NX, individual users only view what is relevant to their role. System technicians see system diagrams
and view control parameters. Facility managers can control time plans while security personnel receive safety-related
messages. Alarm notifications via e-mail are also possible. What's more, it's capable of setting individualised permissions
combined with specific user requirements.

Security dashboards
In case of unexpected circumstances, you can quickly assess
the security posture of your network. The supervisor view displays all
network stations so you can rapidly identify issues and triage outliers,
which is essential for large sites with multiple contractors. The station
view also provides a user-friendly overview of individual services and
permissions.

Third-party signing
Benefit from increased security of your Niagara installation by requiring all third-party modules to be signed.
Notifications will be sent should a module be modified after signing. Warnings will be issued for unsigned and untrusted
modules or those with expired certificates.

E-signatures
Enhance transparency and gain control of processes with single or dual e-signatures often required in high
security manufacturing such as food and pharmaceutical industries. Easy to implement using standard N4 techniques,
ARENA NX supports the requirements of the FDA 21 CFR Part 11.

Niagara eXtended (NX)
Niagara eXtended (NX) offers Single-Tool-Engineering, covering
all application needs, from room to plant control and up to
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supervision and cloud solutions.
It is expanded upon Niagara 4 – the industry leading platform
for integrated building management – and offers as NX version
additional benefits and value to CentraLine customers and
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